Wobble Dance

32 count – 4 wall – Easy Party Novelty Dance
Song: Wobble by v.i.c.
Step sheet written by Rose Haven, rose@atlantalinedance.com or 404.379.1213
Website: www.atlantalinedance.com

1-8  Hop Up and Back and bounce/wiggle
&1-4 Hop forward stepping on right (&), left (1) and bounce for 3 counts (2,3,4)
&5-8 Hop back stepping back on right (&), left (1) and bounce for 3 counts (6,7,8)

9-16 Hip Bumps/shakes to Left Diagonal and Right Diagonal with Arms*
1-4 Feet in place, angle to face Left diag. – bump right hip back with arms if you want
5-8 Feet in place, angle to face Right diag – bump left hip back with arms if you want
*arms up at face level towards left then right, pulsing back & forth

17-24 Rock Steps, with Triple in Place or Coaster Step
1-2, Rock R forward, Recover weight back to L,
3&4 Cha, Cha, Cha – R,L,R (triple in place or ½ turn right, or full turn right)
or coaster step
5,6 Rock L forward, Recover weight back to R,
7&8 Cha, Cha, Cha – L,R,L (triple in place, or turning full left or if turned ½ right, turn
½ left now) or coaster step

25-32 Quarter turn right, stepping back on Alternate Feet
1& Right foot steps to right side into ¼ turn left. (touch left next to right if you want
on & count)
2& Back on the Left (touch right next to left if you want on & count)
(Continue w/touches till count 8, & if you want. You can also just step back on
each count, without the touches if you prefer.)
3& Right,
4& Left,
5& Right,
6& Left,
7& Right,
8& Left (8).

Start again from the beginning!